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Please tell us about your work in the laboratory.

Dr. Miyazawa: Our Advanced Technology Laboratory aims to 
create original value through innovative technologies in order for 
our company to be the leader in new lifestyle scenes in ten years’ 
time. To attain this goal, we constantly assess the latest and most 
advanced technology across the world, and through medium- and 
long-term technological research 
into new products and fields that 
will lead to lifestyle innovation, we 
propose visionary technological 
outlooks and new businesses 
and products. I now belong to the 
Advanced Technology Second 
Group, and currently I am working 
on simulation making good use 
of Particleworks to improve the 
performance of those wet area 
products such as shower toilets 
and shower heads. As one of the 
missions of my group is the prac-
tical application of digital techno-
logy, I and many of our staff have 
experience of computer aided engineering (CAE), and as this is the 
case, we decided to start working from our field of expertise, and 
we are now carrying out simulation applications.

Do you have long-time experience of CAE simulation?

Dr. Miyazawa: I have been working in the analysis division since I 
joined the company, and previously I was engaged in the simula-
tion of sash structure, heat, fluids and so on. In those days, I had 

used Finite Volume Method (FVM) based software for fluids and 
Finite Element Method (FEM) based software for simulation of 
structures and heat transfer. In addition, for thermal analysis to 
calculate sash heat performance, a group of sash manufacturer 
experts, including myself, university professors, and other 
professionals had already established a computational evalua-
tion procedure using Boundary Element Method. This procedure 
is now included under the Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS), 
and a part of it is also being reviewed for International Organiza-
tion for Standardization (ISO) certification. Looking back, I was 
working on analysis with a breakdown of about 30% for
structures, 30% for heat, and 40% for fluids. Now, for fluid analy-
sis, I’m using the particle method as a new technique, and I’m not 
just limited to the FVM.

Improving the performance of domestic wet area products: 
Introduction of Particleworks and the Moving Particle
Simulation method for fluid analysis
The LIXIL Group is a global company offering a wide range of building materials and equipment and broad-based 
housing-related services for detached houses and apartment buildings through to non-residential buildings such as offices or 
commercial facilities. The group provides the most comprehensive array of products and services in the housing and building 
industry: internal and external building materials for windows, entrance doors, exteriors, and tiles; equipment for the wet areas 
of toilet facilities, bathrooms, and kitchen systems; and interior products such as curtains. LIXIL Corporation, the core operating 
company of the LIXIL Group, was founded in 2011 through a merger of Japan’s five major building materials and housing 
companies: Tostem, INAX, Shin Nikkei, Sunwave, and Toyo Exterior. Since its foundation, the company has expanded 
internationally by acquiring some overseas companies such as American Standard Brands and GROHE, and presently, with its 
four technology businesses, LIXIL Water Technology, LIXIL Housing Technology, LIXIL Building Technology, and LIXIL Kitchen 
Technology, the company is promoting its brand as an industry leader. Recently, we visited the Technology Research Division, 
LIXIL Corporation, located in Koto Ward, Tokyo, and interviewed Dr. Chiaki Miyazawa of the Advanced Technology Laboratory 
about the application of simulation based on the Moving Particle Simulation (MPS) method for products installed in wet areas.
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Fig2.  Multi-body dynamics and fluid coupling simulation with RecurDyn and
 Particleworks to evaluate changes to water volume due to the impeller rotation

Fig1.  Ecoful Shower
(The red impeller rotates at high speed and blocks half of the shower holes)

Please give us an overview of when you introduced 
Particleworks.

Dr. Miyazawa: I was transferred to the present section two years 
ago, and after a while I was looking for simulation tools to allow us 
to adopt new technology. In this industry, there were still not many 
case studies or even other companies’ examples that I could refer 
to, so I conducted research on my own. I had often analyzed air 
flow and heat by applying FVM, and in free surface analysis, I had 
simulated the cleaning performance of toilet bowls, but there were 
some fields where FVM could not be applied. For example, it is 
difficult to apply FVM to evaluate the numerous minute droplets of 
a bathroom shower. It was then I found Particleworks and soon 
discovered the software is capable of stable analysis of intense 
water surface changes, the generation of splashes, and the coales-
cence and segmentation of a water mass. I considered that this 
software was likely to be useful for a variety of different problems, 
including shower analysis, and I thought I should certainly take 
advantage of working in a laboratory and looked into taking up the 
challenge, and so I began examining how best to introduce the 
software. I remember that with a focus on wet area products, and 
in collaboration with the Prometech staff, I conducted comparative 
verification with existing tools, resulting in some initial calculations 
after quite a lot of trial and error. I had some experience of fluid 
analysis, but basically, I knew more about pneumatic analysis; I 
hadn’t simulated liquids very often, and I was not so familiar with 
wet area equipment, so in reality I was assessing and verifying 
while also studying. However, I had long-time experience of CAE, 
so I didn’t hesitate to use Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 
software, and because of the technology laboratory work environ-
ment at that time, there was no big barrier to introducing this new 
software, when compared to earlier introductions, and I was able to 
keep on learning and researching. All the other staff members were 
also using CAE, and coupled with the good operability of Particle-
works, we all got up to speed without any difficulty.

Before introduction, I had to clarify the outstanding points of 
Particleworks compared to existing CFD software; therefore, firstly 
I requested Prometech to simulate a typical shower toilet, and then 
I produced a rough calculation using the existing CFD to compare 
them. This was two years ago, and such a calculation with Particle-
works took around a day, but now I think it takes even less than half 
a day. On the other hand, assuming that we planned to do the 
same calculation using an existing CFD software, when I roughly 
counted the number of cells, I found we would need a mesh of 
several hundred million cells, and of course with these sort of huge 
numbers, we cannot even begin any calculations. But setting aside 
accuracy, we saw that calculation was certainly possible with 
Particleworks, and therefore, we started using it. We decided to 
introduce it after about six months, including the outsourced 
analysis time, and this seems to be a short decision-making time 
for such software in our industry. At present, we are still at the stage 
of carrying out different pilot examinations, and only partial consis-
tency has been confirmed. In fact, we have many areas for which 
we must ensure consistency, but even so this does not mean our 
group will continue this simulation through to the end, it’s more 
likely that once we are confident about the establishment of the 
technology, we will hand over to the design development division.

Please let us know some examples of analysis using 
Particleworks.

Dr. Miyazawa: Well, we’ve simulated shower heads and shower 
toilets, and I will explain the content of my presentation in the 
Prometech Simulation Confer-
ence 2016. Firstly, about the 
shower head; Fig.1 shows our 
Ecoful Shower (1) with a struc-
ture in which the impeller built in 
the shower head rotates at high 
speed and blocks half of the 
shower holes. This mechanism 
increases the pressure inside 
the shower, resulting in the feel
of a regular shower but with a

lower volume of water. I’m pleased to report we achieved a good 
energy-saving effect with a maximum reduced water consumption of 
48%, compared to the conventional volume of water (10 L/minute).

When this Ecoful Shower is turned on, the water stream power 
rotates the built-in impeller at high speed, which simultaneously 
blocks half of the shower holes. Therefore, any calculation involving 
only fluid is unable to reproduce the behavior of the internal impel-
ler, and thus we cannot ascertain the changes to the water volume 
caused by the impeller rotation speed in relation to the force of 
water. In our simulation, RecurDyn (2) (multi-body dynamics) and 
Particleworks (fluid) were integrated, and by using the fluid 
resistance force obtained from Particleworks, the rotation and 
movement of the impeller was calculated with RecurDyn, and by 
using the impeller’s movement value obtained from RecurDyn, the 
fluid behavior was calculated in real time with Particleworks (Fig.2).



Fig3.  Behavior of a warm water jet from the nozzle of a shower toilet seat

Our major quest is to narrow down which factors yield the best 
shower results. For the optimum droplet size and their flow rate, we 
are comprehensively studying the results of high-speed photogra-
phy and user questionnaires. Concerning Kansei Engineering 
(translating customer feelings into products), another department is 
carrying out research. Our team, in concert with other depart-
ments, is examining such factors as the minimum required water 
pressure, and how to produce a feeling of a substantial shower 
with a lower volume of water. We are pushing on with our research, 
with the aim of a more comfortable shower using less water.

The second example is the discharge of water from the nozzle of a 
shower toilet (Toilet seat with a warm washing function is widely 
used in over 80% in individual houses in Japan, to office buildings, 
hotels, public facilities as well. Although it is not popularized in 
other countries, introduction is progressing little by little in hotels 
etc due to its usability and comfort.). Fig.3 shows the simulation of 
the behavior of warm water emitted from the nozzle of a shower 

toilet seat. By using an inflow port, Particleworks enables fluid 
particles to flow in from a certain boundary. In shower toilet 
simulation, by changing the flow rate, the warm water momentum 
can also be changed and pulsation reproduced. Moreover, quanti-
tative evaluation of the pressure (stress) onto the wall surface and 
study of optimum inflow conditions are also possible.

What benefits have you found from using Particle-
works?

Dr. Miyazawa: When we first analyzed a shower, it took two to 
three weeks to simulate a 0.5 second phenomenon. So, actually it 
would have been quicker to conduct a test, but we were farsighted 
and confident enough to know we would be able to shorten the 
calculation time later, so we moved introduction forward. The 
same simulation can now be made in one week or so, and with this 
sort of lead time, we can reduce the costs for prototype testing. 
We need a little less than two weeks if we take into account testing 
and preparation, in that sense, the introduction has resulted in a 
reduction of man-hours. However, it is a future task to evaluate the 
benefits of introduction numerically.

You gave a presentation at the Prometech Simulation 
Conference. Was it useful exchanging information 
with people from different types of business?

Dr. Miyazawa: Not surprisingly, exchanging information is always 
useful and I did pick up some new ideas. However, currently many 
of the case studies are for oil, and as we only deal with water, there 
were only a few things that are directly helpful. In this industry, 
other companies seem to use simulation for the water flow of toilet 
bowls, but for other wet area equipment, there are many phenom-
ena that cannot be analyzed with the finite volume method, so it 
may be that they have given up. We want to keep pushing at the 
boundaries along with Prometech to find out just how far we can 
go with the particle method.

What kind of analysis do you want to use Particle-
works for in the future?

Dr. Miyazawa: It might still be difficult, but I keep in mind an 
application for the area around a window. For example, I want to 
analyze whether water will leak from a sash in heavy rain. The flow 
path of a sash is very narrow, and in addition, changes to air 
pressure also need to be included. A sash is equipped with rubber 
seals to maintain both air- and water-tightness, and due to 
pressure, sometimes the rubber moves; we have to consider this 
factor as well. In the first place, we need to know in advance how 
much the shape of the rubber has changed when the sash is 
closed. Therefore, we will need simulation in combination with the 
structure. As for the wet area equipment, I want to work on water-
proof, drip-proof, and water splash in kitchens. And one more 
thing; recently I am interested in simulating aeration in which air is 
introduced. If bubble generation and the bubble’s impact on water 
can be taken into account during simulation, the usability of 
Particleworks will significantly improve. Moreover, when we think 
of economizing on water for the wet area equipment, it would be 
good if we can use Particleworks to create a feel of a strong flow 
volume by introducing air. I also want to investigate the cleaning 
performance of toilets with the particle method.
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Particleworks is a CFD software based on an advanced numerical method known as the Moving Particle Simulation (MPS) method. The mesh-free nature of MPS allows for 
robust simulation of free-surface flows at high resolutions, saving the need to generate meshes for the fluid domain.

If you combine Granuleworks (granular materials simula-
tion software) and Particleworks, you can simulate aera-
tion. Concerning air bubbles, simulation is possible up 
to bubble disappearance and coalescence, but at pres-
ent bubble generation is still difficult; we plan to develop 
our software to deal with how water particle behavior 
changes. Do you have any other requests for the future?

Dr. Miyazawa: Compared to the general-purpose fluid analysis 
software that we have used for so long, Particleworks offers better 
operability, but with little flexibility to configure various settings on 
the interface; so, if such a function is added, simulation would be 
quite a bit easier. In addition, to create reality, if we try rendering by 
breaking up particles, this takes considerable time; if this area is 
improved, we would very much appreciate it. For those of us 
involved in analysis, we are happy with numerical results rather 
than visual; so, we don’t need to use graphics very often, but at 
trade shows or in-house meetings, when we show our research to 
other departments, who are not familiar with numerical simulation, 
we sometimes need graphics; therefore, as a means of compre-
hensively showing the results, if both aspects were upgraded, this 
would be helpful. Moreover, a difficult areas for us is that when we 
change a parameter, we never know what effect it will have until we 
actually simulate. As a matter of fact, it requires much hard effort 
to synchronize simulation results to the test results, and so, I want 
to know for which area each parameter is effective and the degree 
of their influence. As for the rest, it would be good if default values 
are prepared as physical phenomena.

Please comment on Prometech’s technical support and 
development, and what you expect when using the software.

Dr. Miyazawa: Prometech has really offered us various kinds of 
help. With other companies, I have an impression their support 
staff clearly distinguish between support and other services, but 
with Prometech I think we are building a good relationship. As for 
the development aspect, in my opinion, even though we cannot 
analyze everything with the particle method, it’s OK. There is no 
need to especially use the particle method to solve a phenomenon 
for which the finite volume method is suitable, and I would like 
Prometech to expand the scope of analysis that can be made with 
the particle method. For example, integration of a structure and 
fluid with many free surfaces, movement of a mechanism, and 
analysis of a mix including bubbles and air bubbles, all of which are 
difficult to analyze with the conventional finite volume method.

In recent years, our company has emphasized overseas promo-
tion, and we are actively expanding markets in China, other Asian 
countries, Europe, and North America. We have group companies 
in Europe and the US, and I want to introduce our analysis case 
studies of showers, which we have conducted with Particleworks. 
As a comprehensive housing and lifestyle company, LIXIL aims to 
be a global presence indispensable for people’s life and not just 
limited to Japan. As a part of meeting this challenge, we would like 
to continue making good use of Particleworks.

Thank you very much for sharing your valuable opinions and 
taking time out from your busy schedule. The whole staff of Prom-
etech would like to continuously offer our support so that we can 
keep contributing to the development of even better products.

Reference
Presentation material of Prometech Simulation Conference 2016
Note:
(1) Ecoful Shower is a trademark of LIXIL Corporation.
(2) RecurDyn, developed and being sold by FunctionBay, Inc. (eng.functionbay.co.kr), is an advanced multibody dynamics software, which employs highly efficient solver based 
     on Recursive formulation algorithm, geometry-based intuitive graphical user interface and abundant functionality which can model a variety of mechanical systems inside it.
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